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Dry - Junmai
This airy sake is light, dry and delicate on the 

 palate with a refreshing fruitiness.

Nigori - Unfiltered
Rich, creamy and sweet – this unfi ltered is milky 
in color and preserves the essence of the rice.  

Ozeki Sake - Junmai
This well balanced traditional sake is full bodied 
with a light melon fl avor.  Served warm or cold 
it complements sushi, sashimi, grilled meats, 

vegetables, and tempura.

This new ultra-premium Junmai Daiginjo has 
charming floral aromas, ripe fruit flavors and a 
ririch texture with a clean finish. Enjoy this sake

as an aperitif or with simple foods.

Platinum - Junmai Daiginjo
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Karatamba - Honjozo
This crisp, dry, medium bodied sake has a very 
smooth, soft vanilla fl avor and slight nuttiness.

Osakaya Chobei - Daiginjo
Produced from highly polished rice, this refi ned sake 

exhibits a rich, fruity aroma. It is round and full on 
the palate, with an abundance of ripe fruit fl avors.

Yamadanishiki - Junmai
Made from the famous Yamadanishiki rice this rich, 
smooth and refreshing sake boasts light fruit and 
fl oral fl avors with a hint of rice and a dry fi nish.
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